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Free ebook Veterinary notes for horse owners a manual of horse
medicine and surgery written in popular language [PDF]
reprint of the original first published in 1875 most horse owners don t have unlimited disposable income and unfortunately equine
related financial decisions are often driven by their passion rather than sound long range planning here the author explains how
this potentially disastrous scenario can be avoided with the appropriate preparation horse economics helps illustrate a complete
financial picture for the horse owner first by determining the true costs of horse ownership and then incorporating these added
expenses into a household budget chapters include information on managing credit debt retirement and investment as well as an
extensive examination of purchasing owning maintaining and selling horse property the book also includes helpful worksheets for
calculating net worth cash flow and more excerpt from veterinary notes for horse owners a manual of horse medicine and surgery
written in popular language as the first edition of the notes had sold out before the end of my second year s veterinary course i was
able to add a great deal of useful new matter to the second edition which received increased appreciation from the public i brought
out the third edition after i had obtained the diploma of the and had retired from the army since those ancient times i have
continued to treat this work as a horse owner s note book in which i have recorded all the useful veterinary information i have
been able to obtain about horses from personal experience friends and books hence it is invaluable to me as a work of reference for
if i had not written it i would have probably forgotten at least half of what i had seen heard and read i trust that it will be of equal
benefit to my readers whether they are horsemen of ordinary education or veterinary surgeons the fact that i have spent a large
portion of my life in many foreign countries ought to make this book of special use to english horse owners who live abroad i have
employed type of different sizes with the object of maintaining the character of this book as a means of ready reference for non
professional readers without having to exclude information which they might consider to be too abstruse for their requirements
but which might prove useful to horse owners possessing more scientific knowledge about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps
as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
excerpt from illustrated horse owners guide being a synopsis of the diseases of horses and cattle their causes symptoms and
treatment especially adapted to the use of farmers and horsemen experts and professional horsemen who may refer to these pages
will not be long in discovering that i have not attempted to write for them and some may even differ with me on some points but
i have little fear that any two will find the same fault so notional and self opinionated are they on the subject of the diseases and
management of the horse about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases
an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
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of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to provide
readers with the highest quality reproductions of fiction and non fiction literature that has stood the test of time the many
thousands of books in our collection have been sourced from libraries and private collections around the world the titles that trieste
publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have been scanned to simulate the original our readers see the books the same way
that their first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago books from that period are often spoiled by imperfections that
did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the form of blurred text photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely
that this would occur with one of our books our extensive quality control ensures that the readers of trieste publishing s books will
be delighted with their purchase our staff has thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books in the collection repairing or if
necessary rejecting titles that are not of the highest quality this process ensures that the reader of one of trieste publishing s titles
receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible gives them the experience of
owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest
quality but also providing value to every one of our readers generally trieste books are purchased singly on demand however they
may also be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire about our tailored
bulk rates there is something about horses that draws humans in a way nothing else can their elegance their kindness and their
humor are often unexpected and always weave a spell sometimes the attraction seems elemental and irresistible for those moments
when it seems a horse is likely to find its way into your life for the first time this book is the ideal guide shield and source of solace
no matter how hard we try to avoid it for some of us horses simply happen friedman offers realistic and well researched
suggestions for what to do when one happens to you and advice on how to keep laughing while your mind slips silently away at
the end of a lead rope this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections
such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it
available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality
modern editions that are true to the original work find solutions to the most common problems faced by novice horse owners
keeping your horse at home can be as wonderful and idyllic as it sounds but there are also a lot of things which need to be taken
into consideration to make sure you and your horse s new home are ready this book will guide you through some of the potential
pitfalls providing a simple and easily digestible overview of basic at home horse health and care with more than thirty years of
experience horse owner trainer and caretaker lainey cullen mcconkey offers expert insight on topics such as creating and
maintaining a safe living environment for your horse the basic rules of feeding and care and invaluable advice on what to do if
something goes wrong other helpful topics include what to know before you bring home your horse basic anatomy and systems of
the horse healthcare and monitoring maintenance of property and pastures suggestions on what to do if your horse is injured or ill
and so much more the ultimate guide to horse health care covers everything you need to know and do both before and after
bringing your horse home this comprehensive guide provides a common sense approach to keeping a horse healthy sound and
happy by encouraging horse owners to center horse keeping practices around the horse s needs a revised edition of the guide to
equine health care provides comprehensive coverage of such topics as infectious diseases and health management and provides new
chapters on performance and artificial insemination reduce your carbon hoofprint covering everything from environmentally
sensitive trail riding to building a green barn this guide is packed with simple practical ways to create a healthy chemical free and
sustainable environment for you and your horses heather cook provides strategies for collecting rainwater finding locally sourced
feed using natural cleaning products and much more whether you keep a barn full of horses or rent a stall for just one you ll find
dozens of suggestions for implementing practices that preserve land water and energy all horse owners need to be aware of the
threat posed by equine exotic diseases and to play a role in maintaining vigilance against their introduction in australia we are
fortunate to be free of many of the serious infectious diseases that can affect horses a large part of this freedom is due to our strict
but fair quarantine regulations but it is up to all of us to help maintain this privileged position those working with horses on a day
to day basis should read this manual and appreciate the seriousness of an exotic disease reaching australia the manual will tell you
what you can do to help minimise the likelihood of this occurring the horse owner should also appreciate that any newly imported
horse or horses contacting a newly imported animal which becomes ill should be attended to immediately and the appropriate
authorities contacted the horse owner should be able to recognise unusual or unexpected signs in their horses and they should
know what to do if they suspect an exotic disease it is important that we have vigilant horsemen and women to help our
preparedness against exotic diseases in order to protect our growing equine industry this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
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that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant for all
horse owners a no nonsense guide to horse behavior and how problems can be avoided and overcome from feeding and grooming
to training and conditioning this authoritative guide to horse care is a must have for anyone who loves horses or aspires to enter the
world of equestrian sports this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant excerpt from stable management and exercise a book for horse owners and students a quarter of a
century s experience in writing technical books on horses proves to me that the reading public which becomes better educated
every day values opinions only when they are supported by valid reasons therefore while giving full prominence to practical
details i have tried to explain their principles in a scientific manner and have been greatly helped in this endeavour by many
eminent authorities whose names i have mentioned in the text of this book without their valuable and kindly assistance and advice
it would have been impossible for me to have obtained all or even the most part of the information of which i was in search i am
much obliged to messrs sutton and sons for the grasses and clovers of which i have taken photographs to messrs champion and
wilton and mr t u clarke for help about saddlery and harness and to mr arthur richards for notes on the cleaning of carriages and
gear and on stable servants a large portion of this work appeared in articles which i wrote for the live stock journal i have had thus
the advantage of seeing them in print and rewriting them before putting them into book form about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works a comprehensive illustrated reference
to simplifying horse care
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Facts for Horse Owners 1902 reprint of the original first published in 1875
Horse Owners Concise Guide 1978 most horse owners don t have unlimited disposable income and unfortunately equine related
financial decisions are often driven by their passion rather than sound long range planning here the author explains how this
potentially disastrous scenario can be avoided with the appropriate preparation horse economics helps illustrate a complete financial
picture for the horse owner first by determining the true costs of horse ownership and then incorporating these added expenses
into a household budget chapters include information on managing credit debt retirement and investment as well as an extensive
examination of purchasing owning maintaining and selling horse property the book also includes helpful worksheets for calculating
net worth cash flow and more
VETERINARY NOTES FOR HORSE OWNERS 2018 excerpt from veterinary notes for horse owners a manual of horse medicine
and surgery written in popular language as the first edition of the notes had sold out before the end of my second year s veterinary
course i was able to add a great deal of useful new matter to the second edition which received increased appreciation from the
public i brought out the third edition after i had obtained the diploma of the and had retired from the army since those ancient
times i have continued to treat this work as a horse owner s note book in which i have recorded all the useful veterinary
information i have been able to obtain about horses from personal experience friends and books hence it is invaluable to me as a
work of reference for if i had not written it i would have probably forgotten at least half of what i had seen heard and read i trust
that it will be of equal benefit to my readers whether they are horsemen of ordinary education or veterinary surgeons the fact that
i have spent a large portion of my life in many foreign countries ought to make this book of special use to english horse owners
who live abroad i have employed type of different sizes with the object of maintaining the character of this book as a means of
ready reference for non professional readers without having to exclude information which they might consider to be too abstruse
for their requirements but which might prove useful to horse owners possessing more scientific knowledge about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Illustrated Horse Owners' Guide 2023-11-20 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Horse Economics 2005-07-01 excerpt from illustrated horse owners guide being a synopsis of the diseases of horses and cattle their
causes symptoms and treatment especially adapted to the use of farmers and horsemen experts and professional horsemen who may
refer to these pages will not be long in discovering that i have not attempted to write for them and some may even differ with me
on some points but i have little fear that any two will find the same fault so notional and self opinionated are they on the subject of
the diseases and management of the horse about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the
art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works
Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners 1968 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners 1897 trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to provide
readers with the highest quality reproductions of fiction and non fiction literature that has stood the test of time the many
thousands of books in our collection have been sourced from libraries and private collections around the world the titles that trieste
publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have been scanned to simulate the original our readers see the books the same way
that their first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago books from that period are often spoiled by imperfections that
did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the form of blurred text photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely
that this would occur with one of our books our extensive quality control ensures that the readers of trieste publishing s books will
be delighted with their purchase our staff has thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books in the collection repairing or if
necessary rejecting titles that are not of the highest quality this process ensures that the reader of one of trieste publishing s titles
receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible gives them the experience of
owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest
quality but also providing value to every one of our readers generally trieste books are purchased singly on demand however they
may also be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire about our tailored
bulk rates
Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners 1974 there is something about horses that draws humans in a way nothing else can their
elegance their kindness and their humor are often unexpected and always weave a spell sometimes the attraction seems elemental
and irresistible for those moments when it seems a horse is likely to find its way into your life for the first time this book is the
ideal guide shield and source of solace no matter how hard we try to avoid it for some of us horses simply happen friedman offers
realistic and well researched suggestions for what to do when one happens to you and advice on how to keep laughing while your
mind slips silently away at the end of a lead rope
Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners 2017-11-20 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it
may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally
important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work
Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners 1987 find solutions to the most common problems faced by novice horse owners keeping your
horse at home can be as wonderful and idyllic as it sounds but there are also a lot of things which need to be taken into
consideration to make sure you and your horse s new home are ready this book will guide you through some of the potential
pitfalls providing a simple and easily digestible overview of basic at home horse health and care with more than thirty years of
experience horse owner trainer and caretaker lainey cullen mcconkey offers expert insight on topics such as creating and
maintaining a safe living environment for your horse the basic rules of feeding and care and invaluable advice on what to do if
something goes wrong other helpful topics include what to know before you bring home your horse basic anatomy and systems of
the horse healthcare and monitoring maintenance of property and pastures suggestions on what to do if your horse is injured or ill
and so much more the ultimate guide to horse health care covers everything you need to know and do both before and after
bringing your horse home
Illustrated Horse Owners' Guide 1878 this comprehensive guide provides a common sense approach to keeping a horse healthy
sound and happy by encouraging horse owners to center horse keeping practices around the horse s needs
Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners 1903 a revised edition of the guide to equine health care provides comprehensive coverage of
such topics as infectious diseases and health management and provides new chapters on performance and artificial insemination
ILLUS HORSE OWNERS GD BEING A 2016-08-26 reduce your carbon hoofprint covering everything from environmentally
sensitive trail riding to building a green barn this guide is packed with simple practical ways to create a healthy chemical free and
sustainable environment for you and your horses heather cook provides strategies for collecting rainwater finding locally sourced
feed using natural cleaning products and much more whether you keep a barn full of horses or rent a stall for just one you ll find
dozens of suggestions for implementing practices that preserve land water and energy
Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners. a Manual of Horse Medicine and Surgery, Written in Popular Language 2015-08-09 all horse
owners need to be aware of the threat posed by equine exotic diseases and to play a role in maintaining vigilance against their
introduction in australia we are fortunate to be free of many of the serious infectious diseases that can affect horses a large part of
this freedom is due to our strict but fair quarantine regulations but it is up to all of us to help maintain this privileged position those
working with horses on a day to day basis should read this manual and appreciate the seriousness of an exotic disease reaching
australia the manual will tell you what you can do to help minimise the likelihood of this occurring the horse owner should also
appreciate that any newly imported horse or horses contacting a newly imported animal which becomes ill should be attended to
immediately and the appropriate authorities contacted the horse owner should be able to recognise unusual or unexpected signs in
their horses and they should know what to do if they suspect an exotic disease it is important that we have vigilant horsemen and
women to help our preparedness against exotic diseases in order to protect our growing equine industry
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Illustrated Horse-Owners' Guide: Being a Synopsis of the Diseases of Horses and Cattle, Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment;
Especially Adapted to T 2018-04-22 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners: A Manual of Horse Medicine and Surgery, Written in Popular Language 2018-02-22 for all
horse owners a no nonsense guide to horse behavior and how problems can be avoided and overcome
Illustrated Horse Owners' Guide 2017-09-06 from feeding and grooming to training and conditioning this authoritative guide to
horse care is a must have for anyone who loves horses or aspires to enter the world of equestrian sports this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners 1983-01-15 excerpt from stable management and exercise a book for horse owners and students
a quarter of a century s experience in writing technical books on horses proves to me that the reading public which becomes better
educated every day values opinions only when they are supported by valid reasons therefore while giving full prominence to
practical details i have tried to explain their principles in a scientific manner and have been greatly helped in this endeavour by
many eminent authorities whose names i have mentioned in the text of this book without their valuable and kindly assistance and
advice it would have been impossible for me to have obtained all or even the most part of the information of which i was in search
i am much obliged to messrs sutton and sons for the grasses and clovers of which i have taken photographs to messrs champion and
wilton and mr t u clarke for help about saddlery and harness and to mr arthur richards for notes on the cleaning of carriages and
gear and on stable servants a large portion of this work appeared in articles which i wrote for the live stock journal i have had thus
the advantage of seeing them in print and rewriting them before putting them into book form about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Horses Happen! 2009-10 a comprehensive illustrated reference to simplifying horse care
Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners: an Everyday Horse Book, Etc 1877
Illustrated Horse Owners' Guide 2008-10
Horse Owners' Guide 1878
The Ultimate Guide to Horse Health & Care 2019-09-17
Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners 1906
Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners 1903
Every Horse Owners' Cyclopedia ... 1871
Care and Management of Horses 2024-08-06
Illustrated Horse Owners' Guide 1879
Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners 2002-06-18
The Green Guide for Horse Owners and Riders 2009-07-15
Stable Management and Exercise 1969
Every Horse Owners Training Manual and Horseman's Guide 1871
From Foal to Foal 2015-05-20
Equine Exotic Diseases 2002
Horse Owners' Guide 2018-11-30
Illustrated Horse-Owner's Guide, Being a Synopsis of the Diseases of Horses and Cattle, Their Causes, Symptoms and Treatment,
Especially Adapted to the Use of Farmers and Horsemen 2015-09-03
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The Undisciplined Horse 2003
Stable Management and Exercise 2023-07-18
Stable Management and Exercise 2015-06-11
Horse Owners' Essential Tips 2016
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